Abstract
Website likely have become a requirement for an organization, institution, commercial company, and others. The requirement usually not just for promotion, but also activity of business (e-commerce). E-Commerce usually relate to purchasing and sale. The success of E-commerce activity was usually seen from the easyness of payment system, payment by credit card and via account. Moruka Distro is company which is expanding so that require promotion media alternative besides using media print to market product.

The purpose in writing this final duty, writer makes a website as alternative promotion media by providing ordering service and sale directly by using simulation of disbursement system applies credit card. In scheme of website writer applies prototype expansion method. For programming language applied is PHP with Dreamweaver 8 as editor while database applied is MySQL.

Website effective used as alternative media to market product, besides with existence of ordering system and sale through the on-line system expected can improve service to the consumer. This matter is seen from requirement of society to a product which progressively mount, so it required a system to be able to serve requirement of society. Website base on e-commerce is one of the solution.